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FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK

Dear Parents, Teachers and students,
Over the past few years ‘Transformation’ has been a buzz word. Social transformation is 
the process by which an individual alters the ascribed status into an achieved status. It 
also refers to a social and a cultural change.
There have been several individuals who have been singly responsible for bring about a 
change. To name a few:
A young lawyer Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was thrown out of a station in South Africa 
in 1883. What happened thereafter is etched in the annals of World History. 125th 
Centenary of this event coincides with the birth centenary of the Iconic South African 
leader Nelson Mandela who followed the principles laid down by the Mahatma.
Anandibai Joshi was the first woman from the erstwhile Bombay presidency of India to 
study and graduate with a two-year degree in western medicine in the United States in 
1885. On her graduation, Queen Victoria sent her a congratulatory message. The princely 
state of Kolhapur appointed her as the physician-in-charge of the female ward of the local 
Albert Edward Hospital. This beginning of woman education was given the impetus by 
Maharshi Dr. Dhondo Keshav Karve who founded the first women’s University - The SNDT 
University in 1916 for a noble cause of Women’s Education.
Martin Luther King Junior Was one of the most influential civil rights activists from the USA. 
His passionate but non-violent protests helped to bring about the awareness about racial 
inequalities. He was strongly influenced by Gandhiji. But, we know little about Rosa Parks 
who refused to get down from the bus meant for the whites. On December 1, 1955 at 
Montgomery Alabama, Rosa Parks refused to alight from the bus which marked the 
beginning of Black Power Movement.
Harold Macmillan was the first British PM to give a voice to racial segregation on 3rd 
February 1960 in Cape Town in his speech where he referred to Winds of Change. It 
became a Historical landmark.
There are many more who have continued to work in silence and make a difference. Let us 
not forget, schools ought to be a place for transformation and build worthy citizens of the 
21st century. Let’s continue to work together towards this endeavour.
Finally a quote from Robin Sharma - “Each tiny effort builds on the next so that brick by 
brick, magnificent things can be created”.
Dr. Pramila Kudva
Principal.



ACCOLADES

PLAN 2018 CONCLAVE – GLASS BARRIER – ILLUSION OR REALITY

Several sessions were held during the conclave to help the principals introspect and 
come to terms with reality. About 187 principals attended the conclave and our 
Principal, Dr. Kudva was bestowed the “Principal of the Year 2018” award.

CongratulationsCongratulationsCongratulations



ACCOLADES

EDUCATION TODAY AWARD

Our school is ranked no. 1 in India under the top ICSE School - parameter wise for 'Academic 
Reputation" in the survey conducted by Education Today.co. Principal - Dr. Pramila Kudva 
received the Award in the Award Ceremony on 8th December 2018.

CongratulationsCongratulationsCongratulations



ANNUAL DAY

GALAXY – PRIMARY SECTION
The annual Day “Galaxy” of Pawar Public School Kandivali was held on 12th October 

2018 for Grade 4 & Grade 5 and on 13th October 2018 for Grade 1, 2 & 3.
The theme for our Galaxy for Grade 1, 2 & 3 was 'Kil bil' which means the Chirping Sound 

of birds. The students really put forth their world in front of the audience.
The Theme for Galaxy for Grade 4 & Grade 5 was “Around the world in 80 days” which 

depicted the journey of Mr. Phileus Fogg of London and his newly employed French valet 
Passepartout. They embark upon a journey to circumnavigate the world in 80 days which they 
did successfully

It showcased the inner talent of the students.  It was the event that captured the hearts and 
minds of the audience. For parents it was a wonderful treat to witness their children performing 
with such a great confidence and enthusiasm. The students excelled themselves in all the facets 
of Performing arts. The students worked hard to make this show a grand success by rigorously 
practicing Drama, Dance and Music. Practicing songs, memorising lines of the skit and tirelessly 
learning choreography for the play was a task that students should be complimented for.



ANNUAL DAY



ANNUAL DAY



ART AND CRAFT 
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ART AND CRAFT 



AVISHKAR

Science Day was observed on 11th and 12th of January. It was called Avishkar. All students from 
grade 1 to 8 participated in this event. 

The topic for the respective grades are:
Grade I: Air. The project showed the different properties of air. Group A- Air occupies space. 
Group B- Air has weight. Group C- Air is everywhere. Group D- Air can move things.
Grade II. The topic was Solar system and Time and direction. Group A- Shown solar system was 
shown with the help of different types of balls placed in a box. Group B- Rainbow was formed 
with the help of a glass of water using a torch, Group C- Time using sundial, sand clock, water 
clock, stop clock, Analog clock and digital clock. Group D- Relative direction where the students 
picked up the chits and directed their parents according to the directions in the paper. They also 
explained about google maps.
Grade III- Water and its properties and Solid, liquid and gases. Group A- Change in state of 
matter.  Group B- What is matter? Group C-What are soluble and insoluble substances. Group 
D- Why does object float or sink? Why do people float in dead sea? 
For grade IV and grade V the projects where house wise so they had 5 different projects.
Grade IV: topics- Friction as force and plants around us. Prithvi House- Friction as force. Jal 
House- Magnetic force. Vayu House- Eco City. Agni House- Medicinal uses of plants. Akash 
House- All about plants- structure, leaves and roots.



AVISHKAR



AVISHKAR

On the 11th and 12th of January, 2019 our school had organized the Science Day. This year's 
theme was “AVISHKAR” as the students were given the liberty to invent and create the models of 
their choice. The sub topics for the same were chosen from either Math or the Sciences. Each 
class had a special arrangement of claims and tables, allotted to different groups. The tables 
were enfolded with a table cloth which enhanced the beauty of the innovative projects placed on 
them. The children had showcased their ability and creativity by making models that had unique 
concepts like the hydraulic arms, which were made from waste cardboard, tables and syringes. 
It put for the mechanism of pressure. Then there was a model which showed the working of our 
heart and circulation of blood in our body. On the display we also had electronic working models 
like a water level indicator which is used for floodwater, the blind man's stick which detects the 
object that comes in its way, an earthquake indicator that gives information about the intensity of 
the quake, the smart water dispenser which could be used in malls. Also the concept of smart 
hospital was novel and where patient can go and enter his name in vending machine (that is 
similar to ATM) from which tablets will drop down. Math games and quiz were also well designed 
and interesting. Some children made spelling wheel, cards and games similar to snakes and 
ladders. Projects like application of satellite, robotics, volcanic eruption, science behind the 
working of buzzers, hydraulic bridges and the facts behind scientiphic myths and traditions were 
displayed and provided lot of information to the viewers. To cope up with and make people aware 
about the science that is advancing at an amazing speed, children have given their 100% to 
make this event a success with their teacher's proper guidance. 
I thank our school for giving us a beautiful opportunity to showcase our talent.
Sakshi Pawar
VIII B Vayu House



AVISHKAR



AVISHKAR

The first project was a food vending 
machine which was designed for the 
less privileged in order to provide 
them with food and water. The food 
not served in the hotels and people 
who would like to donate hygienic 
food could place it in this machine and 
it would be taken by the people facing 
starvation. The machine would use 
integrated sensors and motors and a 
w ide  range o f  iden t i f i ca t ion  
technology.

The third and the last project was 
related to biology. The approach was 
to show the movement of molecules 
across the cell membranes (Trans-
Membrane Traffic) and splitting 
chromosomes in mitosis and meiosis 
(From Equator to Pole).Understanding 
both the concepts of cellular biology 
will effectively help in disease 
pathogenesis, cloning, embryology 
and various other aspects of cellular 
biology.
Dhruv Jagawat
IX -B Prithvi House

Our second project was a smart 
hospital specially designed for the 
convenience of the people visiting 
hospitals. The project will cover use 
of digital display on the traffic 
signals, automatic wheel chair and 
use of robots to dispose garbage. 
The smart hospital will eliminate all 
problems of garbage disposal, 
quicker arrival of ambulance to the 
hospital and better patient care by 
automatic wheel chair.

Quest” – A Science Fair by the Cathedral and John Connon Senior School
Pawar Public School Kandivali put up three innovative projects.



BUS SAFETY WORKSHOP

A workshop was conducted for School Bus staff regarding school's Child Protection Policy in 
Marathi language. Translated copy in Marathi was handed over to them and a signed 
acknowledgement slip was taken from them for school records.



CELEBRATIONS

PRE-PRIMARY
Students enjoyed movie time in school. They bought make believe movie tickets and enjoyed 
watching the movie while munching popcorn and chocos.

DIWALI PARTY & CHILDREN’S DAY
Both these were combined since the latter fell during the Diwali break 



CELEBRATIONS

PRIMARY
On the 2nd Of November students of Grade 1 to 5 were taken to INOX, Raghuleela Mall to 
watch an animated movie "Small foot" produced by Warner Animation Group was thoroughly 
enjoyed and appreciated by the students and teachers too, as it depicted the coexistence of 
human and animals in their respective habitat.



CELEBRATIONS

SECONDARY
Students came in traditional clothes and brought snacks, shared them with peers. Games were 
organized for them and they thoroughly enjoyed playing them. They also had an hour's dance in 
auditorium which was a delightful treat for all students of secondary section.



CELEBRATIONS

CHRISTMAS PARTY 
The children celebrated the spirit of Christmas through Carol singing.
To value and enjoy the festive mood.



CELEBRATIONS

REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATIONS
Our 70th Republic Day was celebrated with great pride and feeling of patriotism at Pawar Public 
School, Kandivali on 26th January 2019.The ceremony began with the hoisting of the tricolour 
by our revered Principal Mrs.Pramila Kudva. It was followed by a wonderful cultural programme 
which took place in the school auditorium. The thought provoking speeches, soulful 
presentation of skits and remarkable presentation of 'Tandav Dance' by the students left the 
audience speechless. The Articles of the Constitution were beautifully blended with the theme of 
Republic Day.
The day was further enlivened by inspiring videos shared by our revered Principal who also 
motivated the students to uphold the honour, integrity, uniqueness and diversity of our country 
and prove themselves to be the true citizens of India.



CELEBRATIONS



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

Competition

Council For The Indian School Certificate Examinations New Delhi

Council's National Sports & Games 2018
Shot Put

th th 7  to  9  Sept.,2018

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
rd3                                        Parth Yadav  VIII / D Akash

Competition

Council For The Indian School Certificate Examinations New Delhi

Council's National Sports & Games 2018

50 mts Run
th th7  to  9  Sept.,2018

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
st        1 Devaj Parekh               II / B              Agni

Competition

Council For The Indian School Certificate Examinations New Delhi

Council's National Sports & Games 2018

100 mts Run
th th7  to  9  Sept.,2018

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
st1        Devaj Parekh                II / B              Agni

Competition
CISCE

Kabaddi National Tournament Venue – Amritsar (Punjab)
Following students were selected to represent Maharashtra.

th th10  – 11  September, 2018

U/17 Boys
SR.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
1.                    Shubham Chavda     X/ B Vayu

U/19 Boys
SR.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
1.                   Aditya Malviya    IX/ D Jal
2.                   Savya Gandhi   VII/ C Jal
3.                   Yuvraj Adsul   VII/ C Vayu



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

Competition
D.S.O

Discus Throw Competition selected for CISCE National Tournament to represent 
Maharashtra.

25th September, 2018

Manav Sanghav
SR.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
1.                X/ C Vayu

Competition
Times NIE got “Best Student” award

Yash Sejpal
SR.NO.

       1.                X/ C             Akash
NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE

Competition
INDIA MASTERS ATHELITICS

Fourth Five Districts Open Track and Field Championship 2018
Run 50 Mtrs (U – 8)

01.11.2018 – 04.11.2018

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
nd2        Devaj Parekh                II / B              Agni

Competition
Shot Put
(U – 10)

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
nd2   Shreya Jahagirdar                IV / C              Vayu

Competition
Dr. Homi Bhabha Balvaidnyanik Competition 2018 – 19

Qualified for the Practical Round:-
16.11.2018

SR.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
1.                    Ms. Keya Chhabria    VI/ A Jal
2.                       VI/ A Vayu
3.                       VI/ A Akash
4.                       VI/ A Agni
5.                       VI/ C Jal
6.                       VI/ C Akash
7.                       VI/ D Akash
8.                    Mast. Manas Desai    IX/ D Prithvi

Mast. Mehaan Bhatt
Mast. Seyan Shah
Ms. Vedant Patil
Ms. Dhriti Shah
Mast. Veerum Siria
Mast. Vedant Naik



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

Competition
MUMBAI SCHOOLS SPORTS ASSOCIATION
Bombay High Schools Athletic Association   

125th Annual Athletic Championship
50 Mtrs Run age group of Boys  (U – 8)

25.11.2018

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE PERFORMANCE
nd 2 Devaj Parekh II / B Agni 8.2 sec

Competition
100 Mtrs Run age group of Boys  (U – 8)

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE PERFORMANCE
nd 2 Devaj Parekh II / B Agni 15.7 sec

Competition
Javelin Throw age group of Boys (U-14)

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE PERFORMANCE
st1 Parth Yadav VIII / D Akash 32.15 mts

Competition
Discus Throw age group of Boys (U-14)

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE PERFORMANCE
nd 2 Parth Yadav VIII / D Akash 30.89  sec

POINSUR GYMKHANA
Mumbai Suburban District Athletic Association age group of Boys (U – 8)

50 mtrs run
November, 2018

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE PERFORMANCE
nd 2 Devaj Parekh II / B Agni 8.3 sec

Competition
80 mtrs run age group of Boys (U – 8)

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE PERFORMANCE
nd 2 Devaj Parekh II / B Agni 12.8 sec

Competition
Shot Put age group of Girls (U – 10)

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE PERFORMANCE
rd3 Shreya Jahagirdar IV / C  Vayu 5.94 mts



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

CHANAKYA CHESS CLUB
SBI YONO 64 SQUARES CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP

Chess  hosted by Nahar International School UNDER THE AEGIS OF MSDCA.

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
st1 Vedant Nagarkatte VIII / A Akash

Interschool Chess Competition
41th Prabodhan Krida Bhavan

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
st1 Saina Nagarkatte III / A Akash

BrihanMumbai Ganit Adhyapak Mandal
Maths Quiz Competition

Winners of  Maths Quiz Competition secured 3rd Place :

SR.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
1. Mast. Devraj Mestry               VIII/C            prithvi
2.                IX/B            AkashMast. Setu Doshi

VIBGYOR
10th Viva Inter School Handball Competition

Winners of Girls Handball Tournament secured 3rd Place

SR.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
1.                   Ms. Sanavi Wagh    III/ A Agni
2.                      III/ A Vayu
3.                      III/ B Jal
4.                      IV/ A Agni
5.                      IV/ A Akash
6.                      IV/ A Prithvi
7.                      IV/ A Jal
8.                   Ms. Pranavi Salway    IV/ C Jal
9.                   Ms. Shreya Gawde    IV/ C Akash

 10.                Ms. Shreya Jahagirdar      IV/ C           Vayu

Ms. Vaishnavi Jadhav
Ms. Jiya Vora
Ms. Mishita Tendulkar
Ms. Mrunmayee Thakare
Ms. Saee Matkar
Ms. Vaibhavi Pawar

School Sports Promotion Foundation
Students selected for State Level Volleyball Competition:-

SR.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
1. Mast. Jinay Doshi               IX/C            Agni
2.                X/C            Vayu
3.                X/C            Agni

Mast. Manav Sanghvi
Mast. Omkar Pedhambkar



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

Dance Competition
stWinners of  Tandav Dance secured 1  Place  :

SR.NO. NAME OF STUDENT STD/DIV HOUSE
1. Ms. Vidhi Shah   IV / A Akash
2. Ms. Diya Santosh   IV / C Akash
3. Ms. Anahita Thaleshwar   V / A Prithvi
4. Ms. Nupur Joshi   V / A Prithvi
5. Ms. Pushti Kapadia   V / A Akash
6. Ms. Asmi Kulkarni   V /C Jal
7. Mr. Laksh Puthran   V / C Agni
8. Ms. Vaibhavi Kumar   V / D Agni
9. Ms. Heer Thaker   V / D Agni

Solo  Singing
December, 2018

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
st1 Joanne Melvin IV/ A Akash

Rock Band
Winners secured 1st Place :

SR.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
1.                   Mr. Darsh  Sanchaniya  VI / D Prithvi
2.                   

                   
                   
                      X / A Jal

Mr. Jayden Melvin  VII / D Agni
3. Mr. Dhruv  Jagawat   IX / B Prithvi
4. Ms. Maahika Kadel   IX / B Akash
5. Mr. Tanish Kumthekar

Dr. Pillai's  X - ub – erance 2018

Cooking Competition
Winners secured 1st Place:

SR.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV   HOUSE
1. Ms. Mugdha Komurlekar               IX / A Prithvi
2. Ms. Juhi Patel IX / C              Vayu

Art Competition (Drawing Competition)
POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE

st1 Siddhi Bhatt   III/D Akash
Art Competition (Poster Making)

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
rd3 Mrunmayee Joshi    V/A Prithvi

Winners of Face Painting  secured 1st Place :
SR.NO. NAME OF STUDENT STD/DIV HOUSE
1. Ms. Sanika Wani IX / A Jal
2. Ms. Tanya Jadhav (model) IX / A Jal

Winners of Glass Painting  :
POSITION NAME OF STUDENT STD/DIV HOUSE

st1 Ms. Jiya Vora VI / B Jal
rd 3 Ms. Bhoomi Mehta VI / B vayu 



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

SOF  NATIONAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD
School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Evyavan  Shukla II / B Prithvi School Gold Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
2. Ms. Keshvi  Parekh II / A Agni School silver Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
3. Ms. Saumya  Palav II / B Agni School bronze Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate

School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Yogith Shanthanu  Reddy III / B Vayu Medal of  Distinction +                       

Certificate of Distinction 
1. Mast. Harsh  Rana III / A Agni School Gold Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
2. Mast. Chirayu Sawant III / A Vayu School silver Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
3. Ms. Tiani Gandhi III / A Vayu School bronze Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate

School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Hitansh  Das IV / B Vayu School Gold Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
2. Ms. Ms. Gayathri Rajesh IV / C Jal School silver Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
3. Mast. Riaan  Tutwala IV / D Akash School bronze Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate

School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Hitansh  Das V / B Akash School Gold Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
2. Mast. Vivaan Patil V / C Prithvi School silver Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
3. Ms. Tithi Ved V / D Agni School bronze Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate

School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Seyan Shah VI / A Akash School Gold Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
2. Mast. Mehaan Bhatt VI / A Vayu School silver Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
3. Mast. Aaron Abraham VI / B Prithvi School bronze Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate

School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Manan Bhayani VII / B Prithvi School Gold Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
2. Mast. Naman Vora VII / D Prithvi School silver Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
3. Mast. Parashar Joshi VII / D Agni School bronze Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate

School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Shreyas Bhide VIII / B Jal School Gold Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

R. D. Yadav Memorial
Interschool Handball Tournament

U/10 Girls
Secured Gold Medal

SR.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
1. Ms. Iti Yadav III / A Jal
2. Ms. Mishita Tendulkar IV / A Agni
3. Ms. Mrunmayee Thakare IV /A Akash
4. Ms. Vaibhavi PawarI V / A Jal
5. Ms. Saee MatkarI V / A Prithvi
6. Ms. Swara GholapI V / A Prithvi
7. Ms. Riddhi RamaniI V / B Jal
8. Ms. Aayushi Chavan IV / C Akash
9. Ms. Gayathri Rajesh IV / C Jal
10. Ms. Shreya Gawde IV / C Akash
11. Ms. Shreya Jahagirdar IV / C Vayu
12. Ms. Pranavi Salway IV / C Jal

U/10 Boys
Secured Bronze Medal

SR.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
1. Mast. Ashuthosh Ganesh III / B Prithvi
2. Mast. Akheel Takale IV / A Prithvi
3. Mast. Jash Mehta IV / A Jal
4. Mast. Nikunj Shah IV / A Jal
5. Mast. Shaurya Gholap IV / A Prithvi
6. Mast. Yashraj Bafna IV / A Vayu
7. Mast. Aditya Sharma IV / B Prithvi
8. Mast. Agastya Hublikar IV / B Prithvi
9. Mast. Daksh Desai IV / B Agni
10. Mast. Dev Valera IV / B Vayu
11. Mast. Veer Gohil IV / B Jal
12. Mast. Yash Jakhotia IV / C Agni

rd43  BOMBAY YMCA   
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 

State Level Annual Athletic Meet 2019

Shot Put age group of Girls (U – 10)

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE PERFORMANCE
rd3 Shreya Jahagirdar IV / C Vayu 5.16 mtrs

Long Jump age group of Boys  (U – 8)

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE PERFORMANCE
st 1 Devaj Parekh II / B Agni 3.56 mtrs

Run in the age group of Boys   (U – 8)

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE PERFORMANCE
st 1 Devaj Parekh II / B Agni 7.8 sec



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

SOF  NATIONAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD
School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Evyavan  Shukla II / B Prithvi Certificate of Zonal Excellence +  

Medal of Distinction + 
Certificate of Distinction

2. Mast. Devaj  Parekh II / B Agni School Gold Medal  +                         
Participation Certificate 

3. Ms. Keshvi  Parekh II / A Agni School silver Medal  +                         
Participation Certificate

4. Ms. Kiara Shah II / B Jal School bronze Medal  +                         
Participation Certificate

School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Yogith Shanthanu  Reddy III / B Vayu Medal of  Distinction +                       

Certificate of Distinction 
2. Mast. Pranav Sheth III / B Jal School Gold Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
3. Mast. Harsh Rana III / A Agni School silver Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
4. Mast. Shasvat Oza III / C Jal School bronze Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate

School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Aditya Bangale IV / D Akash Medal of Distinction + 

Certificate of Distinction
2. Ms. Ms. Gayathri Rajesh IV / D Prithvi School Gold Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
3. Mast. Riaan  Tutwala IV / A Agni School Silver Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate

School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Vivaan Patil V / D Prithvi School Gold Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
2. Ms. Jeel Sukhial V / B Vayu School silver Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
3. Ms. Adhya Kanani V / B Prithvi School bronze Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate

School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Seyan Shah VI / A Akash School Gold Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
2. Mast. Mehaan Bhatt VI / A Vayu School silver Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
3. Mast. Veerum Siria VI / C Akash School bronze Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate

School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Naman Vora VII / D Prithvi School Gold Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
2. Ms. Aarya Tripathi VII / D Akash School silver Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
3. Mast. Prasham Shah VII / C Agni School bronze Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

SOF  NATIONAL SCIENCE OLYMPIAD

School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Naman Vora VIII / C Akash School Gold Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
2. Ms. Aarya Tripathi VIII / B Jal School silver Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate
3. Mast. Prasham Shah VIII / C Akash School bronze Medal  +                         

Participation Certificate

School Name of student Std/Div House Awards won
rank
1. Mast. Setu Doshi IX / B Akash Medal of Distinction + 

Certificate of Distinction

64TH NATIONAL SCHOOL GAMES 2018 – 19
Volley ball  Boys U17 Kolkata, west bengal

Organized by
 DirectorateOf SchoolEducation

(Phy. Edn. Branch)
Participated in Volley Ball Championship / Tournament 2018 – 19 from State / UT/ 

Unit COUNCIL FOR THE  INDIAN SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION.

SR.NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
1.                X/ C VayuManav Sanghav

Rapid Chess Tournament 
organized by 

First Move Chess Club & We one Events

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
nd2 Saina Nagarkatte III / A Akash

1st Republic Day Special One Day RAPID CHESS TOURNAMENT 2019 
secured 1st Place organized by JITENDRA DAVE & PRAKASH SHAH

Chess
POSITION           NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE Score  
1st Saina Nagarkatte III / A Akash 5.5/7 

          points

Dahisar Sports Foundation
Skating

POSITION           NAME OF THE CHILD            STD/DIV HOUSE               
nd2 Aarya Parab II / C  Jal

ACHIEVERS SKATING  ACADEMY
“PACE IN THE RACE”  

 2nd Open Roller Skating Championship

POSITION NAME OF THE CHILD STD/DIV HOUSE
nd 2 Aarya Parab II / C Jal



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

CSIDDHAKALA TAEKWONDO ACADEMY
8th Open Inter Dozo Taekwondo Championship 2019

Place : Andheri
Winners in Board Breaking Category :-

SR. NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD / DIV HOUSE MEDAL
1. Ms. Aarya Nitin Patkar IV / C Prithvi Gold
2. Ms. Heer Bhavesh Thaker V / D Agni Gold
3. Ms. Vaibhavi Rakesh Kumar V / D Agni Silver

Winners in Flight Category :-

SR. NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD / DIV HOUSE MEDAL
1. Ms. Aarya Nitin Patkar IV / C Prithvi Gold
2. Ms. Vaibhavi Rakesh Kumar V / D Agni Gold
3. Ms. Heer Bhavesh Thaker V / D Agni Bronze

Winners in Poomsae Category :-

SR. NO. NAME OF THE CHILD STD / DIV HOUSE MEDAL
1. Ms. Heer Bhavesh Thaker V / D Prithvi Gold
2. Ms. Vaibhavi Rakesh Kumar V / D Agni Gold
3. Ms. Aarya Nitin Patkar IV / C Prithvi Silver



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

Excellence with HANDS on BALL



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

Brilliant Dash at Chess.
Vedant and Saina ,Gold Striking Siblings



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

Creating a  Pawarian record of running @ 
15.5 secs in the 100 metre race at YMCA



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

Acing the Javelin Throw



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

Putting with Precision



PRIZED ACHIEVEMENTS

Congratulations to Master. Manav Sanghvi (Grade 10)

Manav has played 2 State level and 2 National level Volleyball Competitions in 

the last two years.

He is the only selected student from Maharashtra to play for SGFI – School 

Game Federation of India on the basis of this performance. He will represent 

CISCE National team which will be held in January 2019 at Kolkata.

All of us at PPSK are proud of his achievements and wish him the very best in 

his future endeavours.



CONVENER MEETING

Principal Dr. Pramila Kudva is the convener for Zone H which includes 15 ICSE schools . A 
meeting was conducted by her to orient the principals and the supervising examiners on the 
mode of conducting the ICSE Examinations of March 2019. 



CYBER SAFETY WORKSHOP 

It has been school's endeavour to enhance 
individual growth of our students and make them 
responsible and conscious future citizens. We are 
aware that students are often addicted to gadgets 
and have an easy access to internet and online 
chatting. In view of this, Cyber Safety workshop 
was arranged for students of Grade 7 on “Critical 
Reasoning & Fake news” and Grade 9 on “Digital 
Footprint & Privacy” on 15th February 2019.
The guest lecturer was Mr. Sen, a renowned digital 
consultant, having over 14 years of international 
experience who devotes his time to ignite young 
minds to behave responsibly in the world.



DAYS OF SIGNIFICANCE

GANDHI JAYANTI CELEBRATIONS
Special Assembly was conducted on the occasion of Gandhi Jayanti. Students depicted life long 
morals and values learnt from Gandhiji's teachings. It was a good tribute to the Father of the 
Nation.



DAYS OF SIGNIFICANCE

WORLD MATH DAY
Secondary Math teachers conducted an interesting activity for each class in their Math 
periods. 
Maths Day was carried out on 26th and 27th Oct 2018. It was wonderfully executed with 
activities and enjoyed by students and children respectively. Preschool celebrated this day 
by fishing out the ducks from the pond and playing addition games, counting and number 
recognition games. Some children created shapes using clay.



DAYS OF SIGNIFICANCE

NO SCHOOL BAG DAY
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam's birthday was celebrated as No School bag day. On this occasion a rally 
was organized to create awareness about clean Mumbai and E-waste disposal.
Grade 6 – House board charts, Grade 7 – Go green rally, Grade 8 – Heats, Grade 9 – Pottery 
session & video presentation, Grade 10 - Pottery session, video presentation & counsellor's 
lecture on grooming were some of the activities organized during the day.
Students of the Pre-Primary came to school with placards which had slogans written on them. 
They enjoyed creating their placard at home and marched together throughout the school 
spreading the message on cleanliness, conservation of water, forest resources, 3 Rs, reducing 
waste and refusing plastic. They also campaigned for the girl child. Students also enjoyed 
watching the potter help the students of the secondary create 'diyas'.



DAYS OF SIGNIFICANCE

BANDANA DAY
Bandana Day was celebrated on 26th Oct and was beautifully co-related with sports day as 
students of grade 5 had their heats day. The actual making of a Bandana was shown and the 
students did the activity in class.
Students enjoyed using block prints on a big handkerchief. They created their own bandana 
and learnt that it can be worn on the head to protect your head from dust and sun. Students 
wore their bandanas on their way home to show off their handy work to their parents.



DAYS OF SIGNIFICANCE

STUDENT LED CONFERENCE
This was a conference with a difference. It was led by the students to show case their 
understanding of the curriculum done so far to their parents. Students showed their parents their 
worksheets and how they had scored. They also shared where they need  practice for 
improvement and did some hands on activities.



DEEP JYOTI TEACHERS VISIT PPSK

The Pre-primary teachers from Deep Jyoti school visited our pre-primary section on 15th 
February 2019. They observed our Free play session and some hands on activities done by 
our teachers. This was planned along with their school to help them to enhance their skills of 
teaching. 



ENGLISH ESSAY

Fight with Height
One fine morning I woke up from sleep and heard a loud commotion near my building. I peeped 
through the window and saw a large crowd of people had gathered near my building and were 
mysteriously shouting and pointing to the top of the building .To take of the situation I rushed to 
the terrace of the building. On reaching the top I found the victim who had climbed the water 
tank was now sitting there crying for help. 
Nobody knew how he reached there but the prime concern was to bring him down safely and to 
hand him over to his parents. But the problem was that the staircase to the top of the tank was 
too narrow for a normal person to pass through when some uncle of my building suggested my 
name for the rescue as I was skinny myself. I regretted coming on the terrace because I could 
not refuse to help and also I had an unusual fear of heights. Since childhood  I was  an 
acrophobic and  scared to sit on the tall rides of the amusement park. Yet I had to do it and I 
accepted the challenge. I prepared myself and started ascending the steps of ladder. Climbing 
each single step of the ladder seemed an elusive task for me.  I realized that my oblivion was 
near. With all my courage I reached the top of the water tank and spread my arms to lift up the 
baby. I did not dare to look below as I was sure I would faint at the sight of the ground. 
With cautious steps I descended the ladder and soon handed over the baby to his parents. My 
face had turned red due to anxiety and I had perspired as much as a waterfall. At the end of the 
day it felt pretty good as I had saved a boy's life and conquered my fear of heights. I felt proud of 
myself and I had learned an important lesson in life that nothing is impossible in this world. You 
just need courage and need to believe in yourself to complete any task. 
Soham Mulye
XA  Agni 



ENGLISH ESSAY

The Argument Continues
For long people have insulted atheists and their perceptions towards the world. The people 
have not understood it because they do not wish toil believe that atheism is a way of looking at 
life with a more practical approach.
Every time an atheist says something it is tagged as blasphemy and propaganda's do not say 
that religion is faulty, I say that the means of practising and preaching it are to be opposed. It 
has Benn rightly said by Edmund burke “Man is by constitution a religious animal; he will fight 
for it, die for it, and kill for it, anything but live for it.” I do not deny the presence of the alpha 
being, I simply oppose the corruption and debacles donor by religious leaders to fool the 
people.
It is a fact that some things have not been quite explained by science, but it does not mean that 
science faulty. After all, religion is based on what people believe. if we unfurl what actually 
atheists try to say, we find quite real and believablefacts.religious leaders deny and shoo away 
the atheist from society, when they themselves are hypocites.they preach sanctity and 
chastity while living a luxurious life. Why is it that we cannot accept atheism as a part of 
culture?
I would like to conclude by saying that “religion is a game based on fame it has only one player 
just many names.”
Akhil
 XA  Agni



ENRICHING THE SKILLS OF STAKEHOLDERS

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES – A TALK TO PARENTS
Dr. Vishaka Pai conducted a talk for Pre-primary section parents on Hand, Foot and 
Mouth Disease. She explained how the disease spreads and emphasised on the need to 
not send children with infection to school.



ENRICHING THE SKILLS OF STAKEHOLDERS

SELF DEFENCE WORKSHOP 
Empowering the girl child was the purpose of this workshop. The girls of grade 9 & 10 were given 
a hands on demonstration on self defence techniques by Sensai Alpa Khatri.



ENRICHING THE SKILLS OF STAKEHOLDERS

JAGRUK MUMBAI – CITIZEN'S AWARENESS PROGRAM BY MUMBAI POLICE 
Mumbai has been a target for acts of terror. Mumbai Police has been making concerted efforts to 
secure the city by following standard professional practices. However, a key area such as public 
awareness needs to be covered, as without active and alert citizenry the efforts by police may 
prove inadequate. For making the public aware and alert about certain aspects of safety and 
security, Mumbai Police has launched a program called “ Jagrut Mumbaikar” since last few 
years.
On 19th October 2018, the Mumbai Police team conducted the program in a very interactive 
manner with a touch of humour and live examples. All the vital aspects were covered in a 
delightful way that all the staff members were attentive till the end of the program.



ENRICHING THE SKILLS OF STAKEHOLDERS

IMPLICATIONS OF POCSO ACT - Orientation by Mr. Rohan Bhat, Chairman – Children’s 
Academy Group of Schools.
Mr. Rohan Bhat oriented staff members on “Implications of POCSO ACT” on 27th October 
2018. He explained the POCSO Act in layman language by giving relevant and live 
examples. The presentation was very comprehensive including all the aspects of Law. He 
also gave some suggestions which are to be implemented and acted upon.



ENRICHING THE SKILLS OF STAKEHOLDERS

UNDERSTANDING ONESELF
In the changing times it is becoming increasingly important to have better understanding in 
the interpersonal relationships. Students who are in the adolescent stage of their life need to 
know and understand their body & hence a talk on sex education was organized. Dr. Sagar 
had an interactive session with all students of Grade 7 & 8 on Sex Education & Handling 
Relationship.  All the doubts and queries that the students had were answered satisfactorily.



ENRICHING THE SKILLS OF STAKEHOLDERS

CAREER MELA – SERIES 3
Roa IIT conducted a session for students and parents of Grade 8,9 and 10 - To inform them 
about the career prospects in Math and Science fields. This was the last of the series in this 
academic year. This talk would enable the parents and children to make an informed choice.



ENRICHING THE SKILLS OF STAKEHOLDERS

TAKING THE TEAM TOGETHER
A workshop meant to bind the team together and work through turbulence or placid waters is a 
must in any organisation. Mr. Chandrashekhar was invited to conduct the workshop for a day for 
the Admin department.



ENRICHING THE SKILLS OF STAKEHOLDERS

Meena Rawat conducted a workshop for Primary and middle school teachers on teaching 
Maths through activities. 



ENRICHING THE SKILLS OF STAKEHOLDERS

 YOUNG BUZZ ORIENTAITON
Online testing of students who had enrolled for young buzz career guidance.



ENRICHING THE SKILLS OF STAKEHOLDERS

HK, SECURITY WORKSHOP
A workshop was conducted for House Keeping and security staff regarding school's Child 
Protection Policy in Marathi language. Translated copy in Marathi was handed over to them 
and an signed acknowledgement slip was taken from them for school records.



ENRICHING THE SKILLS OF STAKEHOLDERS

PEARSON WORKSHOP
Orientation regarding new set of Pearson Books.



ENRICHING THE SKILLS OF STAKEHOLDERS

WORKSHOP - YAKULT
Workshop was conducted by science department of Yakult Danone India Pvt. Ltd to promote a 
healthy lifestyle and we conduct guest health lecture for classes 3rd to 10th on Digestive 
System and Gut Health. 
Grade-wise we have contents; please find below the points we include in our interactions – 
Explanation about the digestive system using the colourful digestive model
Presentation on Good and Bad bacteria (Explains about good & bad bacteria living in our 
intestine, importance of eating healthy food, level-wise presentation focusing on gut health) 
Screening of Movie - Cartoon animated movie 'Little Hero' for the Primary Section and 
'Intestinal Flora' movie for the Secondary section



FAREWELL

FAREWELL – MRS. ANJALI KANE

Farewell to our primary HM was conducted on 29th Oct. The primary teachers along with our 
seniors bid her adieu through a small get-together. She was gifted with a card and token of 
appreciation.



FIELD TRIPS & EXCUSIONS

Field trips are a fun way of learning. It is a means to discovery & application of knowledge. 
Inview of this field trips are carefully planned.

NURSERY
GROWEL MALL & MCDONALDS KITCHEN
To observe the kitchen



FIELD TRIPS & EXCUSIONS

JR. KG
DOMINOS PIZZA 
To observe how pizza is prepared



FIELD TRIPS & EXCUSIONS

SR. KG
HYPER CITY
To enrich knowledge and vocabulary related to supermarket



FIELD TRIPS & EXCUSIONS

GRADE-1
SANJAY GANDHI NATIONAL PARK
Exposure to nature and critical observation



FIELD TRIPS & EXCUSIONS

GRADE-3
MAHARASHTRA NATURE PARK 
Exposure to nature and critical observation



FIELD TRIPS & EXCUSIONS

GRADE- 4 & 5
VIVEK AGRO FARM
Vivek Agro Tourism,Bhalivali is a Agro Tourism concept spread across 12 acres of lush 
greenery and organic farms.Its purpose is creating awareness about the environment.The 
students of grade 4 and 5 went for a field trip on 24/1/2019 at Vivek Agro Tourism



FIELD TRIPS & EXCUSIONS



FIELD TRIPS & EXCUSIONS

TO HYDERABAD ……
After completion of their term 1 papers, Grade 10 students took a short tour to destress 
themselves. They visited interesting sites at Hyderabad. They came back refreshed and 
ready to resume their studies with vigour.



FUN FIESTA

2nd Fun Fiesta was arranged by PTA in our school for our students, parents, teachers and well- 
wishers in the neighbourhood. The event was full of Music, Dance, Games and Rides. Mouth 
watering Food Stalls beckoned the visitors. Shopping and Product Display Stalls and 
Workshops for students and parents of our school were the highlights of the evening. About 
5500 people visited this event. 



FUN FIESTA



GRADE 9 VISITS ACTIVITY ROOM

Home science students of Grade 9 were taken to the Activity room to understand the concept of 
Play and the significance of play in the life of a pre-primary students. 



GRADE 9 VISITS ACTIVITY ROOM



GREEN INITIATIVES

GREEN THUMBS AT WORK
Students of secondary had performed a group activity with reference to the theme -The world of 
plants. Students of grade 2 bought seeds, pot, soil and sapling of different plants like - hibiscus, 
tomato, spinach, bottle guard  and chilli. Students had a great hands on experience and shared 
their thoughts with their classmates after the activity



GREEN INITIATIVES

BEACH CLEANING ACTIVITY  - Behtar India Campaign (Stage 2)
We believe that “Cleanliness is next to Godliness.”
Environmental pollution is one of the most crucial concerns today and marine life, especially in 
and around Mumbai, is deteriorating at an alarming rate. 
To increase awareness among the masses to follow an eco-friendly Ganesh Utsav and also 
among the students on how the pollutants in plastic material used during the festival, are harmful 
to humans as well as marine species, our school teamed up with the Children's Movement for 
Civic Awareness (CMCA)  to work closely with the Municipal Corporation in beach-cleaning 
activity.
This was on lines with  Stage 2 of the “Behtar India campaign” which focusses on the Clean India 
mission. 
"Ganpati bappa morya, pudchya varshi lavkar ya!".This slogan echoed all over Mumbai on 
Sunday, 17th September the fifth day of Ganesh Chaturthi celebrations. But for our school 
students, 18th September was marked as a special day as they took up responsibility and were a 
part of the clean up drive at the Aksa beach, one of the most popular spots in the city for Ganesh 
immersion.
14 of our beach warriors from grade 6 and 7 armed with brooms, gloves, bags and a firm resolve 
cleaned the beach. The clean up drive gave the students a first hand experience  and also 
exposed the students to ecological concerns and awareness in terms of marine pollution.



GREEN INITIATIVES

WORLD HABITAT DAY 
Students of the pre-primary came dressed as per the themes given to them. They had made 
projects and shared it with their peers. This is not all – they even used the costume effectively to 
present A Show-and-Tell session.



GREEN INITIATIVES

KARO SAMBHAV PROJECT
Students from Grade 9 and 2 teachers visited Priayadarshini school to observe Mid Day Meal 
Scheme. Students observed how the food was cooked, packed and sent to school. Students 
conducted interviews of the children there.
19 Economics students of grade IX visited 'Valabhdas Dagara Indian Society for Mentally 
Challenged' in Malad West. They observed how these students are grouped, what and how 
skills are taught to them.Simple life skills like bed sheet folding, tying shoelaces, packing bags, 
dancing, singing, sports and gymnastics are taught to them. Our students emerged richer with 
knowledge and empathy.



GREEN INITIATIVES

BEHTAR INDIA – THE REGIONAL GO GREEN SUMMIT
PPSK earned the honour of hosting the Behtar India Summit on 31st Oct. After the welcome 
and the Kathak performance, the principal presented the key note address. She highlighted 
the green initiatives undertaken by the school.
Thereafter the panel discussions were held. Several concerns and issues were discussed. 
The day ended with a question-answers session. School collected 9776.49 kgs of was 1/5 of 
the waste collection by Mumbai. PPSK ranks 1 at the Regional level and 11 at the National 
level.



HANDS ON HISTORIA

It is believed that the more you know about the past, the better you are prepared for the 
future.To prepare the students for the future and as a part of teaching -learning process, 
various activities were conducted for the students in History and Civics like minting coins 
for their own kingdom , creating fact file , making projects and so on. It helped the 
students in developing their interest for the subject and enhancing their knowledge.



HEALTH IS WEALTH

Every year the students undergo a medical check up by a team of certified doctors, which 
assesses the general health of students. It was found that general health of the students was 
good. As a matter of practice the reports would be uploaded for parents reference. 



 IAYP – ADVENTURE CAMP

16th January, 2019:
The day had begun, with darkness still around and we were full of enthusiasm and zeal, with a 
new vigor in our eyes. The IAYP group of our school was going for its adventure camp, to wild 
escape Pali, along with the guides of camp Anubhav to help us along. We were told by 
Nilambari miss and Sarika miss to assemble at sharp 6:30 in the morning so that we could start 
our journey soon. As soon as we entered the school we were settled in the auditorium, and we 
were given separate cards and bag tags of camp Anubhav. 
A roll count was taken; we kept our trekking bags in the bus deck and climbed on the bus for our 
journey to begin. While in the bus, we sang songs, a few played guitar and we chit chatted the 
whole journey. We had our breakfast at Mc Donald's and gave the uneaten burgers to the 
hungry kids sitting along the roadside. We soon reached the campsite, and walked a few 
meters to enter the campus. 

    
The campus was huge, surrounded with forests all around, and a dam nearby. It was a perfect 
place for eager students like us to explore. First we were given the refreshment drink and we 
were assembled near a huge tree, which grew at the center of the campus. We were given the 
opportunity to select campmates and they allotted us our tents. The tents were right in front of 
the tree and there were seven of them. There were four girls in each tent, in the tent numbers 
1,2and 3, tent 4 was all the camp guides' tent and from 5 till 7 were the tents allotted to boys with 
5 boys in each tent. We were instructed on how to take care of our tents, because the best tent 
would get an award. There were common bathrooms for girls and boys separately. 



 IAYP – ADVENTURE CAMP

Till about 12, we sat inside our tents and rested for some time. Later, we had our lunch and 
then we were assembled near that tree. By giving people the names tomato and banana, we 
were divided into two groups; the green grenades and the blue battalions. We were even 
given our own slogans! We also a special exercise called jacuza and learnt the camp clap. 
The first game that we played was shootout. It was an interesting game and we had already 
started having fun. After the game, we were taken to an open area which was on the 
opposite side of the dormitory, where all our teachers stayed.           
There we were taught how to pitch a tent. Pitching a tent included its accessories like 
grounder, poles, pegs and outer fly. First sir showed us how to pitch one and then we were 
told to pitch the tent. 

The next activity of the day was zipline, which is used by mountaineers to travel across a 
river or stream. There we used equipment such as harness, carabiner, helmet and mittens. 
We were introduced to two types of carabiners, which were screw and autolock carabiner. 
We were also shown the disender - figure of eight. We all enjoyed this activity and many of 
us even did it twice. Later near that same area, we played the game 'where is my monkey?' 
in that game, we had to steal the bottle kept near sir's feet and sir had to guess who took the 
bottle. Then we had our evening snacks, and went to play air hoopie on the other side of the 
dining area. Air hoopie was also a very interesting game, involving team work. Then was our 
silent hour which was for writing our journal and the things we did on that day.

Then we had the 'bonfire without bonfire' where Yogesh sir; the guitarist of camp Anubhav, 
played guitar and we all sang songs. Later we had our dinner, and finally had a bonfire with 
actual fire around which Dev sir narrated horror incidents and stories. After having shivers 
down the spine we went back to our tents for having a wonderful sleep, after the tiring day.



 IAYP – ADVENTURE CAMP

17th January, 2019:
The sound from sir's whistle and a call at our tents woke us up, with renewed freshness. It 
was our second day at camp Pali, and we were all the more excited after all that we had 
experienced on the first day. After freshening up and having tea/ coffee, we all did the super 
energetic morning exercise; 'boom chika chika boom!' Then we went for the morning hike, 
which was the very first time we stepped out of the campus after coming to Pali. After coming 
back from the hike we went for change because it was RAFTING TIME!!!!!!! 

             
Including the preliminary training in between the day itself, we first learnt the different knots 
which mountaineers use while mountaineering. 

       

The knots we learnt were easy/mother knot, the clo hitch, the figure of eight disender, the rift 
knot and lastly the fisherman knot. Then we were told to design our own rafts amongst our 
teams. The design of the team green grenades was selected and we worked on to construct 
our own raft by using 6 bamboos, slings and tire tubes. After building the raft, we had to carry 
it to the nearby dam to test our rafts. Green grenades and blue battalions would compete 
each other while riding the raft. Then we went back to the campus, bathed and went for 
lunch.



 IAYP – ADVENTURE CAMP

Later in the afternoon we went for  which we were going to do deep inside the forest. We all 
did it one by one, some hurted themselves while others rappelled down easily.

                        
RAPPLING
We used equipment such as carbiner, disender, harness, helmet, rope and mittens to 
accomplish the given task. After coming back, hungrily we were waiting for the evening 
snacks while all these people betrayed us and told we had to make our own EVENING 
SNACKS! They gave us maggi and told us that we had to decorate a thali for it, make maggi 
and serve it to Dev sir in the best way possible. After all the mess we created and finally 
accomplished our given task, we relished the hard work we had done by having it, but then 
another shocking statement was to wash our own utensils. After cleaning everything, we sat 
down for journal writing. Then was Dj time where we all danced and enjoyed the day's hard 
work. Later, we had dinner and sat around the tree to play cards for some time after which 
we were sent inside the tents. That day, we had the most peaceful sleep, due to the 
strenuous work that we had done that day. 



 IAYP – ADVENTURE CAMP

After all of this, was the grand finale, the advanced 
version of treasure hunt, the great guerilla warfare!!!! 
Each team was supposed to be divided into artillery, first 
aid and cooking sub teams. Both blue battalions and 
green grenades had to find different items which would 
be kept at different places as per the map given to the 
particular team. All the team members had to first find all 
the items and later get separated to do the tasks given to 
each subteam. The first aid team was supposed to 
make a stretcher and treat a person who was injured.

The cooking team had to make lemon tea and the artillery team had 
to make catapult. After everything was over, the most waited 
moment was here the award distribution. The awards were best 
tent, best journals, best campers, and best team awards. Later we 
had lunch and we were told to pack our bags, and take them out of 
our tents.

The time had come when were supposed to leave 
the campus and climb the bus to get back to school. 
We had no mood to leave the place where we had 
so much fun and we learnt so much. But all that 
comes has to leave and we had mixed emotions 
while we were leaving. While in the bus, girls and 
boys where dancing wherever they got place. The 
return journey was also as good as the whole trip 
was. Even after we reached the school, we hadn't 
stopped the slogans and we all went home with the 
sweetest and the best memories of all times.

- Reet Jagawat.

18th January, 2019:
The last day of the camp was here, but it 
was no less. We even had fun that day. 
The wakeup call was nearly at the same 
time and after having our morning hot 
drink, we went to the other side of the 
dining area. The morning exercise was 
different, and it was called, 'hariyali 
idhar, udhar.'just after the exercise we 
were supposed to walk across the rope 
bridge and across the monkey rope.

Then we went for breakfast, bathed and after that, 
we went for the preliminary training session. 
Before the session, we played the game 'ping, 
pang, pong.' During the session, we were taught 
to make a stretcher with things available to us and 
we were explained the basic first aid treatments.



INTERACTION DAY 

Parents collected their wards report cards and answer sheets. Table space was given to Granth 
for book exhibition, NGO NAB displayed their Diwali products. It was a good interaction day with 
the parents taking on interest in the academic achievement of their children



M. R. CAMPAIGN 

The Govt. Of India has launched one of the largest vaccination campaigns against Measles 
which is a highly infectious, potentially fatal disease mostly affecting children and also against 
Rubella which can cause severe irreversible birth defects. The Govt. of India has set a goal to 
eliminate measles and control Rubella by 2020. It is in this direction that the ministry of Health 
and Family Welfare has initiated this campaign in the country.  With reference to the above 
BMC had arranged an orientation with Govt. doctors for our school parents.



M. R. CAMPAIGN 

Grade 6 had a quiz on MR (Measles & Rubella) as a part of MR awareness.
Grade 7 and 8 had poster making & slogan writing competition on MR as a part of MR 
awareness.
Grade 9 had essay writing & advertisement making competition as a part of MR awareness.
Grade 1,2 & 3 conducted a collage for the MR campaign
Grade 4 & 5 conducted a poetry writing competition for MR campaign

On, 17th December 2019, the vaccination drive was successfully completed with 91% of our 
students from Nursery to Grade 10 getting vaccinated.



MARATHI DIVAS

The birthday of noted Marathi writer, Shri. Shirvadkar, also known as Kusumagraj, is 
celebrated as Marathi Divas.  At PPSK, the students performed a skit stating importance and 
greatness of Marathi literature. They performed a dance depicting Shivaji Raje's birth, Story 
telling by two students, Povada on Shivaji's victory over Afzal Khan and Dance drama – Veer 
Ras. This helped the students to appreciate what a great Statesman Shivaji Maharaj was!



MARATHI DIVAS



MATH WORKSHOP

Mr. Sunil Sharma, a Speed Math Expert, Trainer & Author conducted a Math Workshop for our 
secondary students.He has written two books which are available on Play Store by the name 
“Speed Math” & “Awaken the genius within You”. He is in talks with a known publisher for his 
next book called “The Miracle Speed Math”
Mr Sunil Sharma is trying to enter Limca Book of Records of doing highest number of Math 
Workshops across India. Till now 116 schools done. This was his 117th Workshop.



NASA ORIENTATION

An Orientation on NASA tour was conducted by Adventure Tours Pvt. Ltd. for the parents 
and students of Grade 6 to 9.



ORIENTATION TO MyPEDIA BY PEARSON

Ms. Rucha Poddar from Pearson conducted a Workshop for English Teachers on 6th February 
2019 and oriented them towards the usage of MyPedia series of books. 
The content of the text was explained in detail along with various activities which would 
enhance the knowledge of students and create interest in them towards the subject.
It consists of well-balanced selection of prose, poetry, drama and comic to provide the right 
context. It also enhances comprehension skills, cultivates values, and promotes critical 
thinking, imaginative thinking and expressions.
It encourages the students towards peer-assessment by letting them analyse and rate each 
other's' presentation, projects or performance.



PARIKSHA PE CHARCHA

Shri Narendra Modi, Honorable Prime Minister of India addressed around 2000 the students 
and parents on how to deal with 'Examination Stress' at Talkatora Stadium, Delhi.
The participants included college students from 24 states, Union Territories and from 
countries like Oman, Singapore, Russia etc. The interactive session was organised by Union 
Ministry of Human Resource Development.

Hounrable Prime Minister Modiji interacted with the students with regard to their questions as 
to how to deal with the stress of examinations. He even dealt with the queries of the teachers, 
parents and students from states like Kathmandu, Kerala,Jammu, Bangalore, Assam, Aligarh 
University, Banaras Hindu University and Imphal.

He guided students to relax and advised parents not to pressurise their wards which would 
create excessive exam relevant stress. He advised parents to allow students to make use of 
technology and guide them to make appropriate use of technology. He also guided students 
about setting goals and time management during exams. Goal must be decided as per your 
capabilities and should be achievable.Exams are good to evaluate and enhance your 
performance.Shri Modi ended the interaction with note for parents must understand the age 
appropriate behaviour of their ward and deal with them in accordance.  
Ms. Daksha Pednekar



POLICE DIDI VISITS PPSK

Police didi workshop was held at Pawar Public School Kandivali on 7th Feb 2019 for Grade 4D, 
5A and 5D.  A lady police officer conducted the workshop on good touch and bad touch. Police 
didi gave them the Child help line number 1098 which can be called in an emergency and they 
will immediately help the child who is need of help.  An animated video was shown in the form of 
a story at the end.



Grade 10 students were handed over their exam hall tickets and exam kits.They were 
given a pep talk on what they are supposed to do and how not to compare their 
performance with that of others. They were informed that each of them is  a capable 
student and wished them the very best in the upcoming examinations. 

PREPARATION FOR THE D- DAY



QUIZ

Lit-o-sphere A quiz competition on literature and language was conducted for Grade 6 to 8.



SAEVUS ECO- ACHIEVERS

The Saevus Eco- Achievers Olympiad is an exam conducted by the Saevus which is India's 
premium Wildlife and Natural History web portal and magazine. 
70 students appeared for the exam on 21st August, 2018.
The following students were felicitated on 8th February 2019 at Damodar hall, Mumbai.

Class Name of the student Award received
Grade 3 Dhruv VakilGold Medal and Certificate
Grade 3 Jiya VoraGold Medal and Certificate

Grade 4 Rashi Shah Gold Medal and Certificate
Grade 4 Anika Pillai Gold Medal and Certificate
Grade 4 Aayush Shroff Gold Medal and Certificate
Grade 4 Gayathri Rajesh Gold Medal and Certificate
Grade 4 Saumyi Rane Consolation Prize
Grade 4 Diya Santosh Consolation Prize

Grade 5 Preet Poojary Gold Medal and Certificate
Adhya Kanani Consolation Prize

Grade 6 Dhriti Shah Trophy and 15000 Cash prize
Keya Chhabria Gold Medal and Certificate
Jeet Gandhi Consolation Prize

Grade 7 Prisha Jain Consolation Prize

Grade 10 Darshan HirawatGold Medal and Certificate  

Grade 5

Grade 6
Grade 6

Teacher in charge 
Ms Indira Varma



SPECIAL ASSEMBLY

INCREDIBLE INDIA
It was a pretty sight to see all the students of Pre-primary dressed in costumes from different 
states of India. The students of Jr KG and Sr. KG presented their assembly by performing 
dances from the states of, Maharashtra, Goa, Gujarat and Punjab



SPECIAL ASSEMBLY

INDIAN CONSTITUTION DAY & NATIONAL EDUCATION DAY CELEBRATIONS 
–ASSEMBLY
Selected students of secondary showcased highlights of Constitution of India and few articles in 
it. A power point presentation on National Educational Day was shown to all students. A patriotic 
song was rendered by our students on this day.



SPECIAL ASSEMBLY

CONSERVATION OF WILDLIFE
On 14th February, 2019 the students of grade IIA and II C of Pawar Public School, 
Kandivali(west) performed a special assembly stating the immediate need for ‘Conservation of 
wildlife’. The assembly portrayed the cruel human deeds of poaching and hunting . The young 
spirits acquainted the audience with  the true beauty of ecological resources with their 
outdoing performance. The children left no stone unturned to highlight the well known  saying,“ 
Save it to cherish or leave it to perish.



SPECIAL ASSEMBLY



SPORTS DAY

PRE-PRIMARY GALE
Sports day is a day to showcase one's strength and agility. Pre-primary played telegames. 
Primary ran the tracks whilst secondary nimble footed boys and girls ran the length of tracks and 
celebrated the spirit of sportsmanship & camaraderie. Our chief guest for pre-primary was 
Master Parth Yadav 



SPORTS DAY



SPORTS DAY

PRIMARY GALE
To inculcate the value of sports in children of primary section march past dumbbell 
display and ring exercise. for primary was Mast.Manav Sanghvi. It's been a 
practice at PPSK that students who have made a mark in the field of sports are invited as the 
Guest of Honour along with their parents.

Our chief guest 



SPORTS DAY



SPORTS DAY

SECONDERY GALE
To bring in the spirit of sensitivity, children from NGO's were invited for the pre-primary and 
secondary sports days. The differently abled children performed the human pyramid. The 
children from the tribal school ran down the tracks with speed. It was an enriching 
experience for both our students and for the visitors. The chief guest for the secondary 
sports day was Father Evarist Newnes, Principal of St. Xaviers School, Vasai.



SPORTS DAY



THE RAISING DAY

On 4th January, 2019, the Secondary Student Council body had been to the Kandivali Police 
Station Headquarters. As a part of the Maharashtra Police Raising Day Celebrations, the 
selected students from our school visited the Kandivali Police Station on Friday where we 
were told about self-defense techniques and explained the technical aspects of using 
weapons in the police armory. It was very exciting and educative experience for us, as we had 
only seen these weapons in movies and this was the first opportunity we got to see them up – 
close. Even we got to know about each and every unit of Police Department and its function.
The Maharashtra Police has been celebrating January 2 as the Raising Day since 1961, 
marking the ceremony where former Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru presented the “Police 
Flag” as the symbol of the state police for the first time.
 I whole heartedly thank Pawar Public School, Kandivali for giving us this opportunity to meet 
our “Real Heroes” of our life.
Sakshi S. Pawar



WHEN PPSK WAS PART OF WORLD’S LARGEST LESSON

AIESEC was a very interactive session which focused mainly on climate action,
sustainable cities and communities and gender equality. The session was held on 18th
January, 2019 for Grade VI, VII and VIII.
The session started with discussion on the problems we face related to our environment 
leading to solutions and student's  involvement in solving them. Finally, we took a pledge 
to make our world a better place to live by 2030.



WHEN PPSK WAS PART OF WORLD’S LARGEST LESSON


